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Field navigator instructions

Once upon a time in 2014 in the far reaches of Hamburg, there was a grower John Lausen. Who has a beautiful wife and 100 hectares continues Reading There is a tractor park in your farming business is sometimes a die-hard deal. You need to plan all the ways to work it, keep all Continue Reading Pictures which must be TopAgrar
German highly respected Magazine TopAgrar gave results to the FieldBee autosteer system test in trouble in December 2020, 2020. Fieldbee tractors continue reading The Open Mac App Mac App Store to purchase and download apps. Agricultural guideline system serves several purposes: reducing the environmental impact of
machinery and products, saving time and money... Existing solutions on the medium target market and large-scale farms and expensive outside external receivers, yet the vast majority of the world's farms are gradually small. Browser tractors aim to provide an affordable solution for small scale growers thanks to their new dual-frequency
reservers in smartphone. It is an intuitive app to provide growers advice during their work and good enough accuracy for most of the use cases small farms. With no external devices, they will be able to set up the app for all the machines, use real-time information that is guided in the field and save their work. Nov 15, 2019 Version 1.0.1 –
Complete French translations - Allow floating numbers for the width of this equipment appeared to have been written in some enhanced GPS features on some new phones. It's not really functioning as a tool for farmers, as it lacks 90% of the necessary functions. It shows a nice graphic in a tractor, with a line showing where it was.
Nicetite like applied width isn't being hampered with. Hi, please contact me at tibo.durand@gmail.com, applying width is the main feature of this app.. Maybe you didn't find out how to use it? You need to click Start Guide and then start reference , then end reference and you will be asked to apply width. We hope you'll reconsider the 1 star
review that is very difficult for independent app dev like the developer's usThibault, Thibault Durand, did not provide details on its privacy practices and handling of Apple's data. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The developer will be required to provide privacy details when submitting their next app update. App
Support Privacy Policy TykkääTykätty kaikkiSivun läpinäkyvyvysFacebook näyttä tietoja, joiden avulla ymmärät sivun tarkoitusta parem. Katso, milisia toimintoja sivua hallinnovat ja ja sisältä julkaisevat ihmiset tevät. Näytä kaiki Being the parallel drive application most popular for Precision Agriculture, it can be saved money by just
installing - there is no need for expensive additional equipment. Measure the size of your farm, garden or grasland easily and hassle-free, even in poor or low condition field data, border and pointer lines, mark obstacles and create a database of your requirements. With Field Navigator Steering Assistance drive in parallel tracks is easier,
reducing the work, size of displayed areas and avoiding overlap. Navigator fields include the use of parallel straight line AB while navigating to the field. This app is perfect for farm owners large and small farms, practices, class members and professionals in agriculture accuracy.RECOMMENDATIONSIf built-in GPS receiver is not
accurate enough, connections from external Bluetooth GPS receiver advises, especially GARMIN GLO, which provides the accuracy of 0.3m – tried and tested by ourselves. FEATURESNavige in parallel lines while driving in the Navigate field and creating tracks on Google Map in Satellite View Database fields using GPS or
manuallyMeasure field areas and perimeter using GPS or manually by selecting Points on the mapImport field data of *.. shp/*.kml formatsExport data field in *.kml formatShare datasOON field: AB CurveHeadelandObstacle positionF Activity Database ActivityDriving assistance in 3D mode without mapsNight mode for agriculture in night
mode TO USE:1. To start parallel drive you have to create a field (irregular hexagon icon in top right corner)2. Select Apply width with parallel navigation lines creating mode3. Click Start and more steps will be displayed on the TopWe navigation panel to also recommend our other app: GPS Fields Measuring Area
PROgoo.gl/dxKHXJFarming meaning: RTK, GPS, GLONAS, GARMIN, GARMIN, external gps, parallel drive, automatic steal, SECTION-CONTROL BOX AND ISOBUS control machinery, agriculture app, field, field note, grower, syndicate, ministry of agriculture, protective crop products, pesticide, herbicide, fongide, insecticide, tractor,
steering tractor, rated steal, auto tips in the field, variable rate, variable spraying rate, seed rate. Garden Navigator parallel drives useful tools while harvesting cereal, grain, corn, corn, wheat, somali, barley, cotton and other agricultural cultures in farm fields. Good for farm contractor, rent company tractor working with John deere, new
holland, case, class, agco, laverda, waderstad, semba, krone, kuhn, amazone, kverneland, hardi and other agricultural supplies. Drive Trajectory, Landscape Limit, Autosteering, Guide, Precision, Touring, Spraying, Spraying, Scattered, Harvest Sensation, Harvest, Grasfield, Farm, Measuring, Perimeter, Measuring Area. Recently it has
become harder and harder to foresee the profitability of a farm. The reason why is the rise in prices and the disruption of markets. More and more frequent litigation increases about how to maximize the remuneration whilst minimizing costs. This results in continuous appearance in precision agriculture tools that can help in achieving
these goals. Firm accuracy as a concept covering various aspects – sowing accuracy, four variable rates, big data and others. Auto steering suppliesRecly invested in expensive farming machinery inevitably result in costs on respecting accuracy and GPS systems. The problem is, the stationary equipment is found mounted individually on
every single unit of car and the estimated cost is around 20 000€. The payment in time for these units is incredibly long – depending on the amount of work and the size of a farm. This issue is specifically related to farm size small and medium size. These firm simply can't afford parallel driving tools and even if they could, the profit would
be made only after 30 years in him at a 100 firm. But the universal equipment cannot be used universally in different vehicles and is attached to one certain unit. Garden Navigator provides a possibility for small to medium sized farms to use the newest technology without spending a large amount – actually, it's completely free to use. In
addition, it is used on the already owned devices – smartphones and tablets – to convert them into a powerful parallel driving assistant, a tool for precision agriculture. To ensure higher accuracy of (+/- 30cm), there is a possibility to connect an external GPS receiver. The assortment of these devices is enduring. Each user can find one
based on their own personal and financial possibilities and needs. An example of external GPS receiver utilization parallel driving technologyParaleel driven instanceThis technology to increase the productivity from the very first owners of it. Parallel drive helps on driving in a straight line, helping to avoid overlap and error when driving the
car in wide opponents. It's saving time and money. The example below explains how parallel drive optimization works, reduce the amount of range, save time and increase productivity. This technology can be personalized based on one's own personal needs. Simple to useEasy to use the same to an innocent user – a fast start to work.
Just by a few clicks you can create or import fields (.shp is supported). Fields can also be mapped using GPS as a measurement field tool. Easy field mapping: We screwed up for easier to use and highly intuitive user interface, therefore only a few clicks are necessary to modify the necessary information and make other changes. Create
a database in your fields and tasks: It's very easy to start parallel drive – just select the field (in the field list or from the map) your job will take place in. Enter the width of the used applied. They render the A-B points. By clicking Start the application automatically draws parallel drive lines and starts navigating the user to the field. While
doing so, the app presents all necessary information – speed, time, area. Easy to use and intuitive – even offline: the most important thing is that the application of exceptionally simple to use even for inexperient drivers. Paying this application starts from the very first owners of drive, from the first to from the very first minutes of him. We
are proud to state our application is used by more than 130K farms in more than 60 countries! Find with our community – download the application for free by clicking HERE, start saving your time and money immediately. Immediately.
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